Purpose -Smart spaces are open complex computing systems, consisting of a large variety of cooperative smart things. Central to building smart spaces is the support for sophisticated coordination among diverse smart things collaborating to accomplish specified tasks. Multi-agent systems are often used as the software infrastructures to address the coordination issue in smart spaces. However, since agents in smart spaces are dynamic, resource-bounded and have complicated service dependencies, current approaches to coordination in multi-agent systems encounter new challenges when applied in smart spaces. The purpose of this paper is to address these issues. Design/methodology/approach -The paper presents Baton, a service management system to explicitly resolve the particular issues stemming from smart spaces when coordinating agents. Baton is designed as a complement to coordination approaches in multi-agent systems with a focus on mechanisms for service discovery, composition, request arbitration and dependency maintenance. Baton is now deployed in our own smart spaces to achieve better agent coordination. Findings -The effectiveness and efficiency of Baton is validated by its practical use in the designed scenario and some evaluation experiments. Research limitations/implications -An attempt at performing dynamic service composition in Baton is made by using semantic information in future work. Originality/value -Baton, a service management system to explicitly resolve the particular issues stemming from smart spaces when coordinating agents is presented.
Introduction
Smart spaces (Smart Space Laboratory, 2005) are typically open, distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic computing systems, which encompass a spectrum of computation and communication devices and applications such as embedded computers, multi-model sensors and information appliances, which seamlessly augment human thoughts and activities, allowing people to perform tasks more efficiently by offering unprecedented levels of access to information and assistance from computers. Smart space can be conceived as cooperating ensembles of a great variety of software and hardware smart things, striving to achieve different missions. Accordingly, when building smart spaces, a fundamental aspect is to support for sophisticated coordination among diverse entities working together towards accomplishing specified tasks (Fredriksson and Gustavsson, 2003) .
The motivation behind our research is the lack of effective coordination mechanism for distributed system to support various smart things cooperating with each other in smart space. Many research institutes have adopted multi-agent systems to address the coordination in smart spaces (Martin et al., 1999; Metaglue, 1999; Xie et al., 2002) , where smart things are delegated by agents which provide services and consume services, coordinating in terms of service dependencies. However, existing coordination mechanisms of multi-agent systems lack of considerations on coping with the particular situations of smart spaces (Omicini and Ossowski, 2003) and need to be enhanced.
. Smart space has abundant and various smart things (i.e. a smart phone or a laser pointer), which are developed by different team groups and have independent functions or interfaces. Coordination in smart space needs to detect and ascertain the dependencies among these smart things accurately and effectively, dynamically establishing their interaction based on the requirements of their functions and interfaces.
. Smart space is an open and dynamical environment, where smart things may enter or leave at will. Therefore, the availability of the services provided by these smart things changes dynamically, which may make the service consumers encounter discontinuous experience of the service, tampering with the consumers' tasks. As a result, it is necessary to provide the coordination mechanism to maintain the service dependencies among smart things in smart space.
. Smart things in smart space are resource-bounded since they are integrated with the physical environment where physical resources (e.g. lamps, display monitors, printers) are limited in quantity and may have many physical constraints. When the quantity of the requests exceeds the accommodation that service provider can handle, for example, a video player, an email notifier and a file controller simultaneously request the only one wall-sized display of a smart space, service request collisions may occur, which needs to be tackled in smart spaces.
. Besides the simple case in which a requested service can be directly provided by a single smart thing, smart spaces often encounter more complex situations that the requested service has to be fulfilled through the orchestration of multiple services conforming to certain control logic. A typical scenario is that a user agent may submit a PPT-display service request, which must be satisfied by combining at least a projector service and a file-reader service. Consequently, coordination among services in smart spaces forming new high-level services needs to comply with some coordinating logical rules in addition to simple service dependencies.
Because of the necessity of the coordination in smart space, the coordination subsystem should be developed and deployed into the software infrastructure of smart space. Many researches have been carried on based on this issue to address this issue, implementing their own coordination subsystems or modules, most of which, however, adopt the traditional coordination model or mechanism, such as direct coordination model (Metaglue,1999) , coordination model based on publish-and-subscribe model (Xie et al., 2002; Cheyer and Martin, 2001) and Linda (Gelernter, 1985) model. These models successfully present the coupling degree in time and spaces between the modules, define the dependencies and references, and fulfill the collaborations among them in distributed systems (Mao, 2004) . However, according to the aforementioned requirements in smart space whose particular characteristics is its variety and dynamicity of smart things, detecting the dependencies and establishing the interaction between the smart things are much more complicated than in traditional distributed systems. Hence, it is necessary to augment the conventional coordination mechanism to meet the need of these new challenges for coordination in smart space.
In this paper, we present Baton, a service management system to explicitly address the particular issues in smart spaces. Baton can be regarded as a complement to coordination approaches of multi-agent systems focusing on four aspects: service discovery, service composition, request arbitration and dependency maintenance. Baton is developed on Smart Platform (Xie et al., 2002) , which is the software infrastructure for smart spaces based on multi-agent system demonstrated in several projects such as Smart Classroom (Yuanchun et al., 2003 , Smart Meeting Room (Xiao et al., 2004 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first defines some basic concepts, then presents four responsibilities of coordination. The architecture of Baton is introduced comprehensively in section 3, which is the core section of this paper. Besides explaining the structure of Baton and how it works, the two main modules, Knowledge Base and Service Broker in Baton, are explored in details. We design and implement validation scenario and algorithm evaluation for Baton in section 4, following by the discussion of the related work in section 5. At last, section 6 concludes the whole paper and discusses our future work.
Concepts and responsibilities

Concepts
Prior to explaining the architecture of Baton, we would like to clarify several concepts relating to our work in advance as follows.
2.1.1 Agents. Agents are basic functional units in smart spaces, who provide services and consume services. Note that all the smart things are encapsulated as agents in our smart spaces. We assume that agents in smart spaces are trustful and friendly -they disclose the information of the requested service and the capabilities of the service they provide honestly.
2.1.2 Services. Services are well-defined functionalities provided by smart things, delegated by agents. An agent can provide one or more services, and a service may be provided by a number of agents. For example, a smart mirror may provide face recognition service and experience capture service, while the latter service can also be provided by a smart camera. Services are the interfaces through which agents interact and cooperate with each other.
2.1.3 Atom service and composite service. An atom service is a service that can be provided by a single agent, while a composite service has to be fulfilled through the teamwork of multiple agents. The atom services are the basic services in smart space, while the composite services are high-level services assembled by several atom or composite services in a particular logic. These two kinds of services embrace the requirement of every task in smart spaces.
Responsibility
Coordination in multi-agent systems consists of four responsibilities: service discovery, composition, request arbitration and dependency maintenance. The coordination subsystem of smart space should take all of the four responsibilities into consideration in order to fulfill the requirements mentioned in section 1. The explanation of these four responsibilities, especially for multi-agent systems, will be presented extensively as follows:
(1) Service discovery locates the services satisfying with the requirement given by the agents in smart space. In smart space, agents send requests for other services in order to achieve their own tasks. The coordination subsystem discovers the services satisfying with the requests, establishing the interaction between them. Also, if necessary, the coordination subsystem starts several agents initiatively to cope with the coordination requirement of these agents.
(2) Service composition only occurs when atom services cannot satisfy with the requirement by their own. The coordination subsystem should then try to assemble several atom services based on their description and the stored knowledge, enabling the high-level interaction collaboration in smart space.
(3) Request arbitration is responsible for dealing with the service collision, that several agents request for the same service exceeding its capacity at the same time, or the service is not available when requested. The coordination subsystem needs to figure out which requests are going to be accepted while others are to be refused. The basic principle of request arbitration is to guarantee that there is no overload for each service. Here is a representative example: when the information-reminder agent and the file-access agent request for the solely largedisplay service at the same time in smart space, the coordination subsystem judges which one gains the service to display its relative information. Another example is that when a voice-recognition service which has the ability to manage two streams of voice has already connected with two agents, there is another agent sending the request for voice-recognition support. It is the coordination subsystem responsibility to decide which two agents get the voice-recognition service in terms of their priorities and eagerness.
(4) Dependency maintenance keeps the consistency and reliability of dependencies among agents, whose significance shows in twofold:
.
When the service provider is incapable to continue providing service for some reason, the coordination subsystem finds a substituted service from the whole system to keep the continuousness of service.
. If the dependency of one service request can not be satisfied at one time, and once the requested service is available, the coordination subsystem should try to establish the connection between the former service requester and the latter service provider, so as to make the service requested run successfully.
Architecture
Structure of Baton
The architecture of Baton is shown in Figure 1 , each of the smart spaces needs to run an instance of this architecture so as to perform its service management. Baton consists of five components, which are Knowledge Base, Service Broker, Request Analyzer, Service Monitor and Service Adaptor. For the sake of efficiency and system robustness, each of these components is encapsulated as a single agent distributed in different devices, cooperating to fulfill the tasks of Baton. (Further discussion on encapsulating Baton whether in multi-agent architecture or single agent will be given in section 4.3.) Knowledge Base stores all the information about the services registered by agents, performs the service-request matching. Knowledge Base updates its information by passively receiving the service information sent by agents initiatively in smart space while it collects the agents alive information intelligently by analyzing the historical information. It also matches the request sent by Service Broker with the service description registered by agents to enable Service Discovery. All the coordinating decisions are based on the information stored in Knowledge Base, which therefore is the fundamental basis of Baton.
Service Broker is the core part of Baton, and takes charge of choosing the most suitable services, deciding who should get the requested service when collision happens and constructing composite services. Since the Knowledge Base would often gives several candidate services because of the variety of services in smart space, with different services providing same service modality but different quality of service (i.e. blackwhite printing or colorful printing), the choosing responsibility is unavoidable and necessary. The whole tasks of Service Broker are finished only by one single agent in recent Baton. In fact, Service Broker (enveloped by dashed lines) may have to be extended to several distributed federated cooperating Service Brokers when smart spaces become larger and more workload are brought.
Request Analyzer translates the service requests into internal representations that can be parsed by Service Broker. In the recent version of Baton, Request Analyzer only extracts the request information from the query from the agents, generates the internal retrieval sentence as long as the query follows the particular format. For the sake of making the request interface more friendly, enabling them to use more human-nature language (i.e. print my map, show me the report) to present their own service request, a semantic analyzing module is considered to be integrated into Request Analyzer, enabling translating the human-nature statement into the internal representation that can be understood by Service Broker.
Service Adaptor is responsible for maintaining the service dependencies among agents in case of changes, and mainly considers two situations:
(1) If a previous service request has not been satisfied, then once the desired service appears in the system, Service Adaptor will help to establish this service dependency.
(2) If a service consumer loses its service while it is being served, Service Adaptor will try to find another substitute to continue this service. In the following sections, we will give a further discussion on the two major components of Baton, the Knowledge Base and the Service Broker.
Knowledge base
Knowledge Base contains the information of both atomic services and composite services, and thus is the basis on which Baton makes all its decisions when coordinates agents. Atomic service information comes from the service descriptions submitted by agents when they first participate in a smart space, and is updated by agents themselves when change occurs in their lives. While composite service information is the knowledge about how to construct a composite service, which may include what atomic services are needed and what their logical relationship is to form this composite service.
3.2.1 Service descriptions. We have recognized that the descriptions of services should mainly include the following two aspects:
(1) Inherent information. Inherent information describes the inherent features of a service, including service name, attributes and values, maximum capacity, provider and service dependencies, which specify what other services are needed to provide this service, for example, the speaker recognition agent in Smart Classroom (Yuanchun et al., 2003) often depends on the aid of the user profile agent to correctly recognize the speaker. Inherent information also includes the interface information, which specifies how the service should be accessed and interacted with. With the purpose of achieving the automatic service discovery, execution and interoperation, we utilize OWL-S (2004) as the description language to describe the inherent information of a service. OWL-S supplies service providers with a core set of markup language structure for describing the properties and capabilities of their services in unambiguous, computer-interpretable form, which will facilitate the automation of service tasks including automated service discovery, execution, interoperation, composition and execution monitoring. The first three tasks have been implemented in the current OWL-S version, while the last one has not been referred. OWL-S defines abundant service ontologies, including the description of three aspects of service information:
. ServiceProfile describes what the service provides and what it does, which supplies the relative information of service to help the service requester judge whether the service can satisfy their requirement or not. Also, ServiceProfile can be utilized to describe the requirement given by service requester, which will make the service matching task more easily and more directly.
. ServiceGrounding describes how to access service and characterizes the service accessing details, which always includes the message format, communication protocol and other relative information such as port number.
. ServiceModel describes how the service works, and what will happen while the service is executing. ServiceModel mainly used to analyze whether the requirement is satisfied and to composite multiple services based on the service description to finish the particular task.
Using OWL-S helps the services in Baton and the Web services enable to invoke each other, which will alleviate the development work in our smart space system and make the service in Baton more open and more standard. Moreover, agent can not only describe the service provided by itself (e.g. the OWL-S description of one atom service that takes charge of picture format transformation is shown in Appendix), but can also utilize the SerivceProfile (OM-S, 2004) defined in OWL-S to describe the service it needed, facilitating the service discovery and the service composition in Baton (2) Dynamic information. Dynamic information reflects the runtime states of a service, which describes to what extent the service has been utilized and how many service dependencies of it have been satisfied. A service can be free, reserved, busy or busy reserved, its dependencies can be satisfied, unsatisfied or satisfying, and its current available capacity varies with its workload. Dynamic information is initialized as free, unsatisfied and maximum capacity, and is dynamically updated by the service provider in case of changes. Since OWL-S does not take many considerations on the runtime status of a service, we use XML language to describe the dynamic information to supplement the description of a service. Baton keeps track of the services by examining the descriptions of their dynamic information, which reveals every detail of the services in their whole lives. For example, Figure 2 shows the information of one runtime service whose maximum capacity is 10, Current Capacity is zero with the Reservation status is free, and the first dependency service is unsatisfied while the other two are satisfied. 3.2.2 Knowledge representation for composite services. To accurately express the complicated relations among atomic services cooperating to perform different composite services, we borrow the idea of ConcurTaskTrees (Paterno et al., 1997) to model a composite service. The tree-like structure with relational operators proposed by ConcurTaskTrees guarantees the integrity and clarity of the specifications of a wide variety of composite services. The nodes and relational operators used in the model of our composite service trees are defined as follows:
. CS. CS delegates a composite service to be constructed, which can be a root node or an internal node of a composite service tree.
. AS. AS is an atomic service, always being a leaf node of a composite service tree. The operators describing the temporal relationships of the services are only applied to those on the same level of a composite service tree. In view of the current smart spaces, we only define four operators:
(1) S1 ) S2: Service S2 is activated when S1 terminates. For example, in Figure 3 (a) , as with a PPT-display service, the projecting service only makes sense after the file-access service finishes.
(2) S1 ½ ) S2: When service S1 terminates, it provides some values for S2 besides activating it. A typical example is shown in Figure 3 (b), a Bitmap-to-PPT transformation service can be performed by a Bitmap-to-x service first, and then an x-to-PPT service. Here x can be any transitional format, such as gif format.
(3) S1 j S2: Choosing between S1 and S2. As is shown in Figure 3 (a), PPTcontrolling can be performed by hand-free controlling like speech command, or manual controlling like pointing.
(4) [S]: S is optional. In Figure 3 (a), marking service is optional and is activated only if the consumer needs to make annotations on the PPT file.
The description of composite services clarifies the knowledge required to compose of the service, including the atom services and composite services needed and the logical relationship among them. The benefit of using ConcurTaskTree to model the composite services is that the process of composition is transformed into a pre-order traversal process of composite service trees, which has mature algorithm to solve. The knowledge for a composite service may either be predefined by application designers, who just need to specify the composition strategy by using the ConcurTaskTrees model (e.g. Figure 3 (a), or be generated based on the OWL ontology of the atomic services (e.g. Figure 3(b) ).
In terms of our own smart spaces (Yuanchun et al., 2003; Xiao et al., 2004 ) a number of possible composite services have been modeled using the above nodes and operators. And for consistency, the ConcurTaskTrees models are also mapped to OWL-S descriptions. For convenience and efficiency, the Berkeley DB XML (2006), a dedicated database for mastering XML files is introduced in Baton as the knowledge base to maintain the descriptions of all services, and a query language, Xpath (1999) is utilized and extended to access the database.
3.2.3 Related discussion on composite services assembly. The description of composite service contains the required atom services and the logical relationship among them. The combination of different atom services using different logical relation with same atom services would generate distinct and diverse composite service. Therefore, it is impossible to describe the entire composite service aforehead, but only describing the common basic composite service (i.e. PPT-display service, information-notify service). Consequently, according to the ontologies of atom services and through some reasoning rules, it is necessary to identify the relationship among atom services to generate new composite service assembly dynamically. In Baton, we adopt two mechanisms together to generate the composite services that has high-level semantics:
(1) Describing composite service aforehand based on general knowledge.
(2) Dynamically assembling composite service in terms of atom service ontologies.
The (1) has been discussed in section 3.2.1, while the (2) will be introduced as follows.
There are four relation operators in describing the logical relationship among atom services: ), ½ ), j and ½, in which currently, we mainly focus on the ½ ) operator to carry on atom service composition, which is finished by utilizing the Input (hasInput) and Output (hasOutput) interface information of atom services given in their ontologies in Baton.
Besides the description of atom service registered by agents and composite service using ConcurTaskTree model submitted by system administrator, a series of service relationship graphs are generated dynamically by Knowledge Base, according to the input and output interface information stored. Figure 4 exemplifies the service relationship graphs, that the vertex denotes service (atom service or composite service) and the directed edge denotes the relationship (that is ½ )) between two services, while the start vertex of one edge delegates service output, which is the very service input delegated by the end vertex.
The structure of service relationship graph will change with the agent entering or leaving dynamically to reflect the current relationship among the services. The Knowledge Base receives the ontology descriptions of service provided by agents when agents enter, extracts the Process Ontology from the description, gets the Input and Output of services, and inserts it into the right place of service relationship graph. It also deletes the relative vertexes and edges of service relationship graph when agents leave smart space. In this graph, each directed path between two vertexes consists of the whole process to finish one composite service, whose Input is denoted by the start vertex and Output is denoted by the end vertex. The representative example is the transformation service between different format of data, shown in Figure 4 .
Should the Knowledge Base be incapable of finding the matching services from atomic services and composite services, it can find the service from the whole set of service relationship graph. If the start and end of one path matches the request, the Knowledge Base would transform the whole path into a description of new composite service with the independent atom services delegated by the vertexes on the path (note that only ½ ) operator exists in the composite service tree), and return it to the Service Broker to carry on the further service reservation and arbitration. Certainly, if there are multiple paths satisfied the requirement, only the shortest path will be returned.
3.3 Service broker 3.3.1 Service arbitration concerns. Service Broker takes charge of the service arbitration responsibility, judging which request of service should be accepted when requests collision happens. There are two kinds of collision:
(1) The service requested is being reserved by other agents with its maximum accommodation (i.e. the email agent requests for large-display service while the only large displayer is occupied by PPT-display agent).
(2) The service requested is being reserved by other agents and does not reach its maximum accommodation, however, the entering agent would lead overload of service. (i.e. the downloading service that has maximum bandwidth that 1000 KBps is providing service to two agents with 500 and 300 KBps bandwidth while another agent request for 400 KBps downloading services will cause the collision.) To deal with the above collision, Baton takes some principles and methods to solve the collision as follows:
. Priority concerns. The agents delegate different people, various device and distinct applications in smart space, which therefore should be given different priorities. For example, the agent delegated teacher should have higher priority than the one delegated student. Accordingly, the both the teacher and student agent are request for large-display service at the same time, the teacher will get the right of this service in priori. In smart space, when different agents compete for the same requested service simultaneity, priorities of agents should be a vital but not complete consideration of service arbitration.
. Consistent maintenance. Every agent is willing to use one service without any interference for a consistent period of time. Therefore, if the service redistribution is unavoidable, the change of dependency relationship should try to be minimized.
Local optimization.
Since there are various service types and diverse requirement of different agents for different services, it is impossible and unreasonable to seek for a global optimization for all the services. Fortunately, it is feasible to realize the local optimization for distribution of each service in smart space. 3.3.2 Evaluation for service matching. In spite that there may be several candidate services for a request found in knowledge base, it is probable that some of them may be insufficient and some may be an oversupply. For example, as to a request for a color printing service, if a color printer doesnot exist, a black-and-white one can be a substitute but is inadequate; while as to a request for a video playing service with maximum frame rate of 30 fps, the service offering 40 fps will be a waste. Actually, there exists an affinity between a service and a request, the more perfectly the service matches the request, the closer the affinity.
Given a request R, a candidate service S, then AffinityðR; SÞ ¼ MatchðR; SÞ, where the value of MatchðR; SÞ is estimated according to several predefined matching rules, MatchðR; SÞ 2 ½0; 1.
In simple cases, service broker just picks the free service owning the highest affinity value above a preset threshold as the final choice for a request. However, if all the candidate services are being occupied, the process of solving request collisions will be activated.
3.3.3 Solution for request collisions. Services provided by agents in smart spaces are capacity-limited, so if multiple service consumers request the same service, a verdict must be made on who should get the service. While solving request collisions, we recognize that three guidelines should be followed in smart spaces:
(1) Agents have different priorities in smart spaces, for example, an agent delegates a teacher in a smart classroom has a much higher priority than those delegating students. So when different agents contend for the same service, priority is a very important factor in deciding to whom the service should go.
(2) Agents in smart spaces tend to be served continuously, rather than frequently disturbed. So if request collision occurs and service redistribution is inevitable, then the changes brought by the redistribution should be minimized.
(3) Service types in smart spaces are varied, so it is difficult to achieve a global optimal distribution of all services, but reaching an optimal distribution of a single service is quite feasible.
According to these guidelines, we take subsequent considerations:
. Service consumers usually have contentment evaluations on the results of their service requests. Specifically, a contentment evaluation basically relies on whether the consumer can get its desired service, and how the affinity between the request and the service is like. A formal description of the contentment evaluation is: given a request R, a service S, then ContentmentðR; SÞ ¼ AffinityðR; SÞ Á AvailableðR; SÞ ð 1Þ Available(R, S) demonstrates that whether service S can be used by R, if yes, then Available(R, S) ¼ 1, otherwise, Available(R, S) ¼ 0.
. However, since service broker has to dynamically adjust the distributions of services in response to requests submitted by agents at will, consumers' contentment evaluations on a certain service vary from time to time. To be specific, for example, when the nth request on service S comes, consumer A's contentment evaluation on S may be 0, as its request for S has not been fulfilled; whereas, when the n þ 1th request on S comes, A's contentment evaluation may increase to 1 because it has acquired S for some reason, and when the n þ 2th request comes, S may be taken away from A, making A quite displeased, and A's contentment evaluation may decrease to À1. To reflect that contentment evaluation is changing with new coming request, we formulate contentment evaluation with a variation of Equation (1) .
The goal of service broker in solving request collisions is to take every effort to fulfill each request for a certain service so as to maximize the total contentment evaluations of all the consumers on this service, and ensure that this service is not exploited beyond its capacity. Therefore, the problem of solving request collisions turns out to be a constraint satisfaction problem. It is reasonable to believe that when two consumers request the same service, distributing the service to the one who has a higher priority will take more benefits to the sum of content evaluations, so the priority value of each consumer can be assigned as the weight of its contentment evaluation when calculating the totals. Consequently, As with a given service S, a clear illustration of the goal of service broker can be presented as: 
Therein, requireðR i ; SÞ specifies the requirement that R i poses on S, which will be discussed later.
In terms of capacity, we identify two distinct categories of services: capacity of a service means the largest number of consumers that the service can support in parallel. For example, the capacity of a speech recognition agent may be simultaneously handling three channels of speech stream. As to this case, any consumer can only get a copy of the service, thus requireðR i ; SÞ ¼ 1, and the restriction condition in Equation(4) can be simplified to
Capacity of a service may have no explicit confinement on the number of consumers, but is limited by its own capability. For example, a video on-demand agent can provide video data accessing service with at most 1,000 KBps bandwidth, and it can serve for any number of consumers as long as the total sum of the bandwidth used by these consumers does not exceed 1,000 KBps. In this case, requireðR i ; SÞ equals the minimum requirement that R i poses on S, for example, consumer A may request a video data accessing service with a rate at least 300 KBps, consumer B may request at least 400 KBps and consumer C at least 500 KBps. Thus, the restriction condition in Equation (4) will be specified as:
300 Á AvailableðR a ; SÞ þ 400 Á AvailableðR b ; SÞ þ 500 Á AvailableðR c ; SÞ < 1;000:
Note that service broker is only responsible for checking whether a request can be fulfilled by a service but can not interfere how the service works, that is to say, if only B and C can get the service, then whether B occupies 400 KBps and C occupies 500 KBps of S, or B 450 KBps and C 550 KBps are not decided by service broker, but the service provider itself. As a matter of fact, in Equation (4), given a service S, when the nth request comes, only those AvailableðR i ; S; nÞ are variables with the domain of f0; 1g, thus, solving a request collision comes out to be solving a binary integer linear programming problem.
3.3.4
The traditional algorithm vs the heuristic one. First, we will give further analysis of solving the request collision, which is introduced in Equation (4). After that, an alternative heuristic algorithm will be given, dealing with problem of ineffective traditional one. We transform the Equation (4) 
For each i, we can use Equation (8) 
Since xði; N À 1Þ denotes whether or not that R i could be satisfied by S at N À 1th timestamp, in Nth timestamp, xði; N À 1Þ is constant. Let
where C i and G i is both constant in the Nth timestamp.
As we can see,
and we only need to maximize the P jRAj i¼1 ½C i Á xði; N Þ (since P jRAj i¼1 G i is constant). Therefore, the following optimization problem shown in Equation (10) gives the same xði; N Þ result with the former one in Equation (7). 
This optimization problem is a typical binary integer linear programming problem which has mature existing method to solve. However, the traditional way of solving this problem is using branch-and-bound algorithm (Wolsey, 1998) to get the result, it always takes a long time (the complexity is O(2 n ) in the worst situation). Although we can limit the total searching time to get a relative maximum, it is very hard even impossible to guarantee the quality of result.
Consequently, a novel heuristic algorithm is introduced to address this problem. The heuristic method is based on the following assumption, that if the more priority of service requester i (the more P i ), if the more affinity between the service S and the requester i, and if the less requirement of requester i demanding on service S, then therefore the more priority that the service S should be satisfied. The pseudo code of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5 , which has much greater efficiency than the traditional algorithm while the result is comparable optimization in some extent, which will be discussed in the section 4.2 in details.
3.3.5 Algorithm for service brokering. A service request is handled by Service Broker as a transaction because we believe that the process of satisfying a request should be indivisible, or we say atomic. Service Broker adopts a two-phase commit algorithm to guarantee the atomicity of the procedure of satisfying a request, in which Service Broker first collects and then reserves all the requested services, and according to the reservation responses from service providers, decides whether the request can be fulfilled. A short description of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . For a composite service, when all its desired atomic services are available, Service Broker will take steps to coordinate agents providing these services to perform the composite service based on its knowledge description.
After all the atom services needed by a composite service have been found, service broker takes steps to coordinate the agents who provide these atom services according to the knowledge of this composite service to serve the consumer.
To sum up, Baton transforms the complex problem of solving request collision into a binary integer linear programming problem that simplifying the solving process greatly, which also guarantees getting a quantified solution. The binary integer linear programming model has four characteristics:
(1) The model guarantees not exceeding the maximum ability that the service accommodates, the requests of agents are tried their best to be satisfied.
(2) The model considers the priorities of agents, so that that agent that has higher priority has more possibility to acquire the service. (3) The model involves the parameter changing with the time, utilizes the twophase commit and dynamical judgment way to ensure the optimal distribution while one service request arrives.
(4) The model, in fact, besides taking considerations of satisfying the quest to the agents, Baton tries to preserve the dependencies changing among agents and to reduce the dependencies changing cost brought out by solving the service request collision. The dependencies changing cost here denotes the total number of agents that lose services while using it before. In the target optimization function, f ðR; S; N Þ reflects the satisfaction change of service requester, as when the dependencies of agents have changed, it would bring negative value into the target function. Therefore, to maximize the target function, we have to try to make the negative value appears as less as possible, which guarantees minimizing the changing cost of dependencies among agents. Since the traditional algorithm for binary integer linear programming is a LP-relaxation problem and always takes a long time, we introduce a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem, whose results are comparable qualified based on the evaluation in the section 4.2 and will be achieved almost immediately.
Application scenario and evaluation
To validate and evaluate our collaboration of Baton, we design a scenario in our Smart Classroom (Yuanchun et al., 2003) , which is a tele-education system for smart space where multiple nature modalities (Bi, et al., 2005) are involved to help the teacher and both local and remote students to communicate and interact with each other. The reason why we test Baton in Smart Classroom is that Smart Classroom is developed by Smart Platform (Xie et al., 2002) into which Baton is integrated as a coordination subsystem. In the rest of this section, the application scenario and the illustration on how Baton plays an important role in coordinating multiple agents in smart space will be given, followed by the evaluation of algorithm that solves the service collision problem. At the end of this section, we will discuss the analysis on the difference between the multiagent and single agent architecture of Baton.
Application scenario
Professor Shi gives a lesson in Smart Classroom and shows PPT on the main projector. She uses laser pointer to control the PPT, such as turns it to the next page. When Professor Shi poses a problem and asks the remote student Suo to give the solution. When Suo is speaking, the vice projector shows its real-time video in Smart Classroom. Unfortunately, the main projector breaks down for some reason at that time and the system stops the Suo's video and shows PPT on the vice projector. Several minutes later, the main projector is fixed and is able to work again. Then the real-time video of Suo shows on the main projector and he continues to give his solution. When he finishes it, the vice projector stops the video and turns to the stand-by mode.
As the class going, student Li is asked to give his presentation. The main projector shows its PPT while the teacher's PPT still shows on the vice projector. Li uses speechcommand to control his PPTwhile the teacher still uses laser pointer way at the same time.
There are 20 remote students listening to the class, however, 18 students can watch the real-time classroom video while others can only see the teacher's PPT because of the bandwidth limitation.
We build several agents in our Smart Classroom to realize the scenario: the teacher agent, the remote student agent and local student agents. Thanks to the previous work of Smart Classroom, other agents needed such as the laser pointer agent, voice-command agent have already built and are ready to use. As we can see from the scenario, there are several composite services and atom services that have been introduced. Figure 7 gives the relationship among this services by using composite service Trees.
The teacher agent requires PPT-display (Figure 7(a) ) when Professor Shi wants to give the class. There is no service collision and the teacher agent gets every atom service it wants, also it chooses laser pointer service and main projector instead of speech-command service or vice projector to fulfill the task. When the remote student is asked to answer question, the remote student agent request is accepted and gets vice projector service. As the main projector breaks down, the projecting service turns to be overloaded. The teacher agent continues to use PPT-display service while the remote speaking service stops, mainly because teacher has more priority than remote student. After the main projector is mended, the remote speaking service is allowed to start again. For no interference to the teacher agent, the remote speaking service uses the main projector to finish its task, which is the same as when the local student agent requires PPT-display service to give his presentation later, using the main projector service and speech-command service.
The remote student agent also requires the remote watching service to watch what happens in the classroom. Since each capturing and dispatching service takes 56 kps and the total maximum capacity of network bandwidth is 1024 kps, the last two students cannot see the live video of the classroom.
This scenario was successfully fulfilled in Smart Classroom supported by Smart Platform with Baton, which takes the key role in coordinating eleven agents to work together cooperatively. It is validated that Baton successfully meets the new requirement of coordinating smart things in smart space in section 1 and takes all the responsibilities mentioned in section 2.2. As in the recent scenario, the service arbitration is mainly based on the priorities and restraint of maximum capacity. We are now considering to design updated scenario, giving different students to different priorities based on their history and preferences, allowing the student to adjust the require bandwidth and introducing some rules to define the affinity between the requesters and services to show the ideas of Baton especially service arbitration more comprehensively. 
Algorithm evaluation
As mentioned in section 3.3.3, the complex service collision problem is transformed into a simple binary integer programming problem. The traditional method to solve this problem, that using branch-and-bound, is too much complexity. Therefore, we introduce a novel heuristic algorithm whose complexity is far less than the traditional ones. Several evaluations were carried on to validate and test the performance for both of the algorithm which will be shown below.
4.2.1 Testing data and platform. We choose the video streaming service for the testing service and all the data and evaluation is simulated. We build our evaluation platform that has PM1.3 MHz processor, 1 G memory and Windows XP operating system. Because service arbitration is handled only by Service Broker, therefore there would be no other agent or network environment concerns.
The evaluation was carried on under the scenario that many requesters require for video-watching service at the same time and there is a maximum total bandwidth limitation for the service provider, which is 1,024 kps. Each of the requests has its own random bandwidth required in [1 kps, 1024 kps]. Also, they have their own random priority between [1, N] (N is the total number of requesters) and their own random affinity between [0, 1].
4.2.2 Evaluation result. We simulate the traditional branch-and-bound algorithm for solving binary integer linear programming problem and the heuristic algorithm proposed by ourselves, of which test the performance while the total number of requests is increased from 1 to 100. Moreover, the relative error of heuristic algorithm is evaluated (because the traditional algorithm can reach the optimized result while the heuristic only gets the relative optimized result based on the assumption mentioned in section 3.3.4.
From the result of test we can see, although the traditional algorithm could reach the optimization, it takes too much time (beyond 0.5 s in Figure 8 ) especially when the total number of requester N exceeds 25 ( Figure 9 ). As a contrast, the heuristic algorithm shows excellent performance (Figure 10 ) with relative optimal result (Figure 11 ), especially as longs as N grows greater, whose average relative error is 1.43 per cent.
Therefore, Service Broker uses such strategy to solve services collision: as long as the total number of requester is below 40 and the Service Broker is not overloaded (since maybe it has to solve multiple services collision at the same time), the traditional algorithm is taken; otherwise, the heuristic algorithm is used to solve the problem. 4.3 Multi-agent vs single agent Actually, we build two versions of Baton. The first Baton is encapsulated as a single agent, with multiple threads for each of modules in Baton. While the second one is developed based on multi-agent architecture that each of the modules of Baton is a single agent.
The two versions of Baton are both tested in the scenario in Smart Classroom, consequently, no significant difference is shown between their performances, which is mainly because the testing scenario is simple and does not lay too much workload on Baton. Therefore, it is validated that in the simple situation in which Baton has few services collision and services dispatch to handle, both the multi-agents architecture and the single agent one are convenient. At the same time, if the discussion extended to the system maintenance aspect, single agent is much easier to develop and debug and definitely has more efficiency.
As the workload grows with the increasing requirement of coordination in smart space, multi-agent architecture is worth involving and inevitable; it loses some efficiency though. Architecture of single agent is not suitable, especially in the future, since the module such as Request analyzer, Service Broker and Knowledge Base will encounter greater challenges when more and more smart things are brought into smart space.
Therefore, Baton is designed and implemented in multi-agent architecture for bettering catering for futuristic requirement of coordination in smart space.
Related works
There are many researches and projects that address issues on coordination in smart space. In this section, we present some of these projects and explain how they compare to Baton.
Some of the existing multi-agent systems (Jade Corporation 1996) perform agent coordination by means of high-level agent communication language and conversation protocols, such as FIPA ACL and KQML, which assumes that the interaction patterns are established in a priori and thus does not appropriately support the notion of openness and dynamicity (Fredriksson and Gustavsson, 2003) . However, Baton establishes the interaction on demand based on the description of requests and services provided by agents, which shows dynamicity and easy extensibility.
OAA (Martin et al., 1999; Cheyer and Martin, 2001) developed and used at SRI international, is a multi-agent system framework for integrating a community of heterogeneous software modules in a distributed environment. It provides a loosecoupling framework to accommodate dynamic agents and utilizes a ''delegating computing'' notion to coordinate agents. It adopts this coordination mechanism based on the publish-and-subscribe model, which augment the system robustness in highly dynamical smart spaces. However, the OAA's Interagent Communication Language which is designed as an extension of the PROLOG programming language, is a little bit of hard to understand and use for developers, and also reduces the communication efficiency. Moreover, OAA does not deeply consider the problem of service request collisions which is becoming more and more important for nowadays smart spaces. Our Baton on Smart Platform (Xie et al., 2002) , which uses the asynchronous communication mechanism for reference from OAA, introduces and implements the solution of service request collisions, while using XML instead of PROLOG to exchange message between agents. Metaglue (1999) from MIT AI Lab is an extension to the Java programming language for building software agents for smart spaces. It enforces its agent coordination with the assistance of a dedicated resource management system, called Rascal. Rascal (Gajos, 2001 ) deals with many of the issues pertinent to smart spaces when coordinating agents, such as resolving request collisions. Rascal uses the combination method of Knowledge Base, Cost-Benefit-Analysis and Constraint Satisfaction to implement Resource mapping and resource arbitration. Also, Hyperglue (Peters et al., 2006) , developed based on Metaglue for solving problems raised on agents coordination between societies, is also presented. However, both Rascal and Hyperglue do not take many considerations on composing several services to fulfill a potential request (Kochman, 2003) which are common cases in smart spaces and does not pay much attention to maintaining service dependencies when agents join or leave smart spaces. Baton assimilates the arbitration idea when collision happens from Rascal and Hyperglue, involves Service Broker module to solve service collision. Also, Baton uses ConcurTaskTree model to represent composite services and enables dynamical service assembly to create new composite services to fulfill the potential request. Moreover, Baton deals with the dependencies changing when agents join or leave so as to meet the high dynamicity of smart space.
UbiDev (Maffioletti and Hirsbrunner, 2002) from DIUF is a lightweight homogeneous middleware that allows definition and coordination of service in smart space. It focus on providing service-oriented design model which addresses the heterogeneity problem by creating a homogeneous execution environment that relieves application from directly managing all the heterogeneous and dynamic aspects of a classical ubiquitous computing scenario. UbiDev considers how to utilize the ontologies of services and resources to bind them dynamically. However, it does not give any consideration on solution for collision that binding multiple services to one resource. Baton takes advantage of ontologies idea that using OWL-S to describe the service, which fills the gap between services inside of smart space and the abundant web services outside.
There are also some project working on coordination in smart space, such as iRos ( Johanson et al., 2002) from Stanford Interactive Workspaces, of which EventHeap uses asynchronous coordination model and iCrafter (Ponekanti et al., 2001 ) allows multiple services bind single service access interface; and also Gaia (Roman et al., 2002) form UIUC, which is a quite mature software infrastructure for smart space. However, this two projects are not developed based on multi-agent system thus is beyond the discussion of this paper.
Conclusion and future work
When multi-agent systems are situated in smart spaces, coordination approaches encounter new challenges. In this paper, we present Baton, a service management system to enhance the coordination mechanism of multi-agent systems in smart spaces. Services in Baton are described by well-defined structures, getting the processes of service discovery and composition more accurate and efficient. Solutions for request collisions are modeled as binary integer linear programming problems, which makes it easy to solve the collisions and in the mean while, keep changes of service dependencies to the minimum. In addition, since the traditional method to solve binary integer linear programming problem takes too much time and workload, we present our own heuristic algorithm to be an alternative method when there are overload collisions. Moreover, Baton treats the process of fulfilling a request as a transaction and utilizes a two phase commit algorithm to assure its atomicity.
Currently, Baton has been built into our smart classroom and smart meeting room to manage the services of the systems so as to sustain better agent coordination.
We are trying to perform dynamic service composition tasks in Baton by using semantic information in our future work, in which case, knowledge of how to construct a composite service is generated dynamically rather than predefined as in our current work. Also, access controls of services and consumers are to be added to Baton so as to settle the security problem in smart spaces.
